The experimental decay branching ratios of mesons like B s → ℓl and B d → ℓl (ℓ = e or µ) do not agree completely with the standard model (SM).
Recently universality of lepton flavor in the decay of B mesons was questioned by the LHCb group [1] and conjectures based on the QCD with additional currents were given in [2, 3, 4, 5] .
In [6] , violation of the flavor symmetry due to admixture of c quark contribution to the t quark contribution was studied, and we want to extend the theory to the decay of B mesons.
Decay branching ratios of mesons to lepton pairs or a pion and lepton pairs are good testing ground of the standard model (SM). Comparison of experimental decay branching ratios of B s,d → ℓl, K → πℓl, K + → π + νν and K L → π 0 νν with that of SM were discussed in [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 13, 14, 15, 16, 18, 19] .
In the SM the strength of transitions of a quark to different flavor states is defined by the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrices. For example, the branching ratio of B s → ℓl depends on the probability of the coupling of an s quark + emitted vector particle to ab quark + absorbing vector particle which depends on |V cb | 2 × |V * tb V ts /V cb | 2 , and the branching ratio of B d depends on the probability of the coupling of a d quark + emitted vector particle to ab quark + absorbing vector particle which depends on |V * tb V td | 2 .
Comparisons of theoretical meson decay matrix elements and experiments were done in various processes, and recently a summary of lattice simulation results was given by the FLAG group [20] . But the lattice cannot give consistent branching ratios of B d and B s mesons together.
Violation of CP symmetry or time reversal symmetry in the decay of B mesons was studied in the difference of
and CP violation was observed in B 0 decay but not in B s decay. Qualitative differences of B 0 → ℓl and B s → ℓl were also observed.
Since complete non leading order corrections in b → sγ and b → s g transitions are not available [7] , we apply Cartan's octonion theory to solve the problem of branching ratios of B mesons.
In [21] we studied Cartan's supersymmetry [22] and studied coupling of fermions and vector particles which transform under groups G 23 , G 12 , G 13 , G 123 and G 132 .
Cartan considered only electromagnetic interactions, but extension to weak interaction is possible [6] . We applied the Cartan's supersymmetric model to B 0 → K L J/Ψ and found modification of coupling occurs in a certain channel as compared to the SM [24, 25] .
In the section 2, we summarize the status of meson decay branching ratios, and in the section 3 we explain the method of analyzing the meson decay using Cartan's supersymmetry.
Discussion and conclusion are given in section 4. 
is observed by the LHCb group [1] .
The inclusive b → sℓl decay modes were studied by several authors and an extension of Randall and Sundrum model [26, 27] to B → Kℓl transition was tried in [28, 29] .
In the custodially protected Randall Sundrum model (RS c ), additional U(1) current in dark sector was proposed to solve b → s anomalies [4, 5] . We do not assume this current, 3 but adopt the vertex with 1 − γ 5 factor for the weak interaction, and consider two triangle diagrams in the coupling. They defined the Lagrangian for B q → ℓl as
and averaged time-integrated branching ratios proportional tō
where 
where
is the average of the lifetime of the lighter mass and heavior mass eigenstate of B, V tb and V td are CKM matrix elements, was calculated for
In the SM, the decay branching ratio of B d and B s yields direct information on V bt , V st and V bc , but uncertainty in the CKM matrix element V bc was not seriously taken into account.
Blanke et al. [18] presented the review of K L → ℓl, B → Kℓl and B → ℓl. According to their work experimental world average branching ratiō
is slightly smaller than the theoretical value (3.65 ± 0.23) × 10 −9 [14].
In the case of We do not assume that the penguin loop is given by a gluon but by a Z boson. A gluon has unphysical components and it can be replaced by a gauge potential and ghost fields [23] .
Since the s quark and the c quark are in the same CKM sector, we expect in the q −q −W triangle, some contribution of cc quark to the usual tt quark contribution. Since a c quark is heavior than a s quark, the contribution is less important than B d → ℓl or B s → ℓl.
In [24] we analyzed B d → K L J/Ψ decay process using Cartan's supersymmetry and compared the results with SM using CKM matrix elements. We perform the similar analysis for K meson and B meson decays into lepton pairs.
In the previous analysis of B d → K L J/Ψ, a vector particle was emitted from a quark or an anti-quark in a meson and transformed to J/Ψ, but in the present case we consider processes in which a vector particle transform to ℓl.
The coupling of the vector particle which was the source of J/Ψ was pseudo scalar type tψ γ µ γ 5 ψ. In order to make coupling of a quark to W + and W − bosons, it is necessary to include a γ 5 vertex which couples φ and Cψ or ψ and Cφ. A quark emitted as Cφ = ξ 12 can be absorbed as Cψ = ξ 124 at the γ 5 vertex.
We extend the Cartan's supersymmetric model to allow a spinor
and an antispinorφ = ξ 14 i + ξ 24 j + ξ 34 k annihilate to a scalar particle Z = x In our model, we allow transformation of x i to x i ′ during propagations, and since K L consists ofsd, ands quark andc quark are in the same sector of CKM model, the q(q) on the triangle is assumed to be t/c(t/c). In other words, we take into account the correction to the t quark loop dominance in the SM.
In the calculation of the right hand side of Fig.5 , we fix the d quark and thes quark, both large components and exchange a vector particle between d ands. In the first diagram, the d quark ξ 3 becomes after emitting a vector particle x 1 ′ becomes at quark or ac quark ξ 24 , and after emitting a particle x 4 ′ corresponding to a Z boson becomes a quark ξ 2 and after emitting x 
Discussion and conclusion
Description of Dirac fermions is not unique. The sub algebra R CKM matrices were derived based on this algebra [31] In the n dimensional linear space V over a field F and exterior algebra ∧V , octonion appears by defining e 1 e 2 e 3 = ℓ, and choosing {1, e 1 , e 2 , e 3 , −e 3 ℓ, −e 2 ℓ, −e 1 ℓ, ℓ} as the basis of the field [32, 33] . The commutation relations of e i are not same as those of
The rules of multiplication of e i follow Clifford algebra [34] . Lounesto [35] pointed out that a product of Clifford numbers x and y in n dimensional linear space V over a field F defined by Chevalley [36] is
where x ∧ y is the antisymmetric product, and x y is the contraction which depends on F .
When F = {0, 1} and an exterior algebra ∧V has the basis {1, e 1 , e 2 , e 1 ∧ e 2 }, there are two bilinear forms B 1 (x, y) = x 1 y 2 and B 2 (x, y) = x 2 y 1 which do not have a canonical multiplication table.
The time(space) component of ψ = ξ 4 (ξ i ) and that of φ = ξ 0 (ξ i4 ) satisfy the commutation
Similarly, those of Cψ = ξ 123 (ξ ij4 ) and Cφ = ξ ij3 (ξ ij ) satisfy the commutation relation
Due to this difference of commutation relation of the space components and time components of ψ and φ, we can define unique octonion in R 8 space.
We applied Cartan's supersymmetry to analyze the decay branching ratios of K and B mesons to πℓl and ℓl. In the B s,d → µ + µ − process, we assigned vector particles x i to Z boson of polarization x i and by allowing transition of Cφ and Cψ during the propagation of b → t →s, we could make B s,d composed of large components ψ or φ.
The suppression of the B s → µ + µ − can be explained, if one takes into account that the c quark and s quark are in the same sector, and correction to the CKM mechanism is large in can explain the enhancement of
In the processes of B s → µ + µ − via exchange of Majorana neutrino [15] , one allows a transition from ν toν. In our model, in the sector k, corresponding necessary condition N j also need to be transferred [30] from different sectors, and we may be allowed to ignore the ν →ν transition.
If our electromagnetic detector can detect electromagnetic field transformed by G 23 but cannot detect electromagnetic field transformed by other four transformations, and there are six lepton sectors
which cannot be detected by our detectors, the presence of dark matter can be explained.
We observed that starting from the meson wave function given by the large component of a quark and the large component of an anti-quark, qualitative features of the strength of the decay branching ratios can be obtained from Cartan's supersymmetry.
Cartan's octonion satisfies a triality automorphism that is supersymmetric, which octonions of [32, 33] [10] M. Gorbahn and U. Haisch, Charm-Quark Contribution to K L → µ + µ − at Next-toNext-to-Leading Order, arXiv hep-ph/0605203 v3. 
